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• New photographic evidence? 
• The investigation that wasn't 
• A user's guide to crackpot 
theories 



City Pages & The University Film Society present 
COMPLIMENTARY OPENING NIGHT TICKETS 

for the IL S. Commercial Premiere of a Top-grossing Canadian Feature Film 

Friday, November 29 • 7 & 9 p.m. 
** * * * * * * * * 	* * 

***Ai 
incredibi'y 4100 

see  „A 
chin 	chat (0 	that 
Ping "Peneln'e  Unique..."  Winner of 	crop International Awards 

"They don't come any better than this. " 
Kamloops Week 

"... A Minor Miracle ... 
it delivers something special . . . 

audiences are captivated. " 
The Toronto Sun 

Stop by for your free tickets at: 

Electric Fetus 
2010 4th Avenue 5., Minneapolis 
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Opening Night Tickets include: 

• Admission for Two to Premiere Showing 
7 or 9 p.m. 

• Post-Movie Party at St. Paul Curling Club 
9 to 11:30 p.m. 

Meet director Aaron Kim Johnston 
Refreshments 	Prize Drawings 	See Lim Curling 

MO SON 
GOLDEN 

* * * * * * * t * * * * 	* * * 

Showing at University Film Society • Bell Auditorium 
17th & University Avenue S.E., Minneapolis • 627-4430 

Continuing for a Limited Engagement 
7 & 9 p.m. Nightly • Matinees, Sat. & Sun. - 1 & 3 p.m. 

Parking available at Nolte Garage on 17th or 4th Street lots 





NEWS 
BRIEFS 

About That 
Northwest Airlines Deal 

• Number of dollars AI Checchi's hold-
ing company invested m the 1989 NWA 
buyout: 40 million, 

• Number of dollars the state of Min-
nesota will Invest in Northwest Airlines: 

740 million. 
• Nutnher of additional dollars Northwest 

wanta from the cute in tax breaks and mate 
workers' pension fund investmema (not 
counted in this index): 240 million. 

• Number of job. Northwest promisee to 
create with the state financing sseLltanC4; 
1,500. 

• Number of joke that could be created 
with 5740 million in small business loans: 
12.000. (Source Department of Trade and 
Economic Development, Small Business 

.4.dministrelion.) 
• Number of days the state Legislature 

had to consider the NWA deal m the 1991 
legislative session: 20. 

• Number of uninsured Minnesotans for 
whom a 5740 million state InveFOartit could 
create an affordable_ state-sponsored health-
care program for the next five years 
200.00.0. (Source: Minnesota Health Care 
Access Commission) ' 

• Number of smdents by which each class 
to Minneapolis and St. Paul public schools 
could be reduced for the next 20 years 

with 5740 million. 10. (Soiree: Minneapolis 
Public Schools, State Department of Edo• 
cation) 

• Percent by which University of Min-
nesota undergraduate tuition could be re-
duced for die next 40 yeets with 5140 
million added to the budget: 30. (Source: 

UM Budget) 
• Number of old and/or deteriorating 

houses in inner-city neighborhnods that 
could be rehabbed for 5740 Million: 17,000. 

• Number of 	and middle-Income 
families for whom 0740 million would buy 
homeowner's mining and downpaythent 
assistance to buy then first home: 74.000. 

(Sous: Project for Pride in Living) 
• Perrent of Minnzsotaas who haven't 

.set foot on a plane for at toast a year 70 
• Percent of Minnesotans who fly more 

than five times per yean 0.3. (Scone. Eco-
nomic development consultant David Moo. 

tin) 
• Percent of legislators who fly more 

than 5 times per year 911 

Say, Pat . 
New 'fork Gov. Mario CUOMO% indecision 
about whethei he'll tun fur president appar-
ently doesn't preclude him from pulling out 
political feelers—Melodies some into Mtn-
floats. Pam Furciea. the political consultant 
who broke onto the national ncene when 
he helped lead U.S. Sen. Paul Wellston'. 
campaign to victory. confirms that "some 
people who would be involved in a Cuomo 
campaign if there WEB a Cuomo campaign" 
ailed him to tisk if he'd like to work on 
the "Mario Scenario.' Porno's says lie lamed 
them dawn because he likes his current job 
ea VP for conontinicanas with the North 
Sown Out the contract runs out in the 
spring, he note,. 

No Way, Al 
Until Tuesday afternoon, it looked as if 
Minnesotan, were just not interested in any 
kind of organized opposition to the 5740 
million shoe financing deal for Northwest 
Airlines. A legislative commission was tak- 

ins testimony mostly from supporters: the 
COMMitaiOn had .scheduled time for public 
testimony, but staffers said no members of 
the public asked to speak. Thou. out of 
nowhere, came an ad-hoc organizatice 
named "No Way Al" (TONAL Bruce 

Hendry. the local financier who helped put 
together a deal to save St. Paul's Schmidt 
Brewery, is One of the group's founding 

members; he says there's a "tremendous 
amount of opposition to 11113 deal, but no 
one knows what to do," Hendry says the 
group his talked to several lawyers and 
hopes to put together a constitutional dtal-
lenge to the ,NWA deal. 

Nuclear Waste Hearings Begin 
They may not be as sexy as the Clarence 
Thomas hearing., but the Minnesota Pub-
lic Utilities Conunission's hearings on a 
proposed nuclear waste dump at Prairie 

Island promise some entertainment fur those 
who can make it into the packed court-
room at 160 Kellogg Blvd in St. Paid. 
The case is being closely watched by nucle-
ar-industry observee around the Country, 
who rev it as n passible precedent-setter 
as utilities and regulators scramble to deal 
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News 

Class Struggle 
Mantle Murphy is clearly enjoying her 

fifth-grade class of la at Lyndale 
Elementary in south Minneapolis. 

Talking and working individually with Ito-
dents as she walks around the room, she 
explains that discipline, grading, and other 
problems have shrunk dramatically along with 
class sire—a process funded with a 522 mil-
lion tax increase Minnie°Mani voted them-
Nivel in a referendum last year. In the referen-
dum. the school board promised to use the 
cotta money for absolutely, positively nothing 
but class size: not, for example, to increase 
teachers' salaries. But that promise has put the 
dinnet in a potential lose-lose situation. 

As contract talks heat up. Minneapolis 
teachers are being asked to accept a wear 
freeze portly at sacrifice to improved work-
ing condittons-, be glad you have smaller 
classes_ the argument goo, and don't expect 
to be paid morn on top of that The idea 
has .Murphy, a 17-year veteran in the dis-
trict•  wearied about the future of her proles. 
lion. "The taxpnyera were wonderful to vote 

that (tax increase] through, and everyone 
warn to do their bit," Murphy says. "But 
any time there's that kind of a tradeoff you're 
concerned. People can't go on and on with-
out even a cost-of-living increase if we want 
to get the best people teething kids." Right 
now, stamina teachers make 522,192; a 2S-
year veteran with a Ph.D. makes 519.273, 
less than the starting salary far many lawyers. 

Fatothan choices are the order of the day 
in education as Minnesota enters a winter of 
contract debates mods even more bitter by 
recension and et political climate of niggard-
liness toward schools. Last week, teachers in 
the Anoka-Hennepin district. the *tote's sec-
ond tersest, called off a strike and accepted 
what they considered an overdue 11 percent 

salary and benefits increase. 
Some local media described the deal as a 

union inclory that could fuel a round of infla-
tionary demands throughout the memo ern 
Largely unnoticed was the fact that class sizes 
and other teaching burdens have been in an 
upward spiral since state old was cut in the 
We 198th And district officials went that 
elementary classes, which average 27 pupils 

While no one will say so out 

loud, its becoming clear that 

city schools face a Catch-22: 

Let class sizes mushroom and 

pay teachers more, or freeze 

wages and face a strike. 

In Anoka-Hennepin. could become even big-
ger as a result of the contract settlement A 
similar-deal—minim.' salary increases in 
exchange for growing class sizes—helped set-
tle negotiations with St Paul teachers last 
year. 

Minnespolin, by contrast. elementary 
classes are being reduced to 19 pupils each 
by 1992. But teachers complain that these 
reductions. and other overdue improvernenti 
In inner-city schools, are being financed on 
their backs. Talk of a Minneapolis teacher 
strike—always audible around negotiation 
time—has ',restated throughout the year, and 
it's growing louder. "It's Ind of a Catch- 

says Loom Sondin, menden of the 
Minneapolis Pedernation of Teachers. "We 
don't have the option of a Mr. Hessen° to 
lay off some (=hers and pay others more," 
she adds, referring to the University of Min-
nesota president's recent budget-cutting 
moon. 

Superintendent Robert Ferrara agrees that 
Minneapolis teachers deserve wage mermen 
across the board. "Whet I'd like to do ta 
have lower class sizes and offer them a rem!. 
istic increase," he nye. "But I don't think 
there if enough money to do both.-  

Schools so ranze 



Gayle Nix Jackson points to the spot in her grandfather's hams movie where 'Badge Mart" is supposed to be. 

Hey! That Guy in 
the Papier-Mache 
Tree Has a Gun! 
Wacked-Out 

Theories 

Aperson'a position to tilt lewd to the 
Kennedy assassination is almost 
like a religious conviction," says 

Charles Nelson "ft stands above dispute. 
You don't need evidence anymore, Ws 

sad, but titer's whet ire come to." Nelson, 
a professor of history et Drake University 
in Des Moines, is talking about the true 
believers he's encountered in studying the 
assasseation tantroversy for the mast 10 
years. (No's aright a popular courto on the 
subject for the past 15.1 

"A good mind," concede:, Nelson, "can 
write a plausible accounr of almost any 
Kennedy conspiracy scenario they wish, 
lie had a lot of enemies." Ira a testament 
to the ArrIcliqall spirit that the relation ease 
of coming up with plausible theories 
hasn't deterned more embalm soula risen 
lase-admit mgly levievathire ones. Nelson 
cries some of the mere memorable theories 
he's come acmes through the years. 

• The assassin(1) were really shootiag at 
Jackie: 
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SHADOWS 
Do computer- 

enhanced 
photos 

capture a 
second JFK 
assassin? 

by Miles Meffeit 

I
n the lath-floor museum in the old Texas 
School Book Depository, tourists wind 
through slick exhibits derailing the raga of 

President John F. Kennedy's tire and death. 
Among the neatly packaged evidence, most of 
which concerns Warren Commission-sanc-
tioned suspect Lee Haney Oswald. a meager 
portion of well spare goes largely ignored. A 
two Hoes orient stand out with haunting clad-
Iv : "A group of witnesses said gunshots came 
from the grassy knot." 

In conspirozyspeak. they call him "Bodge 
Men." The suspicion that there may have 
been another killer leasing on the gamey knoll 
has clawed at JFK researehers for nearly 30 
years_ Phantom nr fact, the grassy knoll gun-
man remains one of the murkiest figures in 
recent hammy. Now. however. leading asses-
sination researchers my they ore closer than 
over to coaxing a second assassin out of the 
shadows of "'Seeley Plum, 

Their breakthrough centers on advances in 
computer imagery enhancement that may pro-
vide the link between two fragile mean of 
evidence: a grainy Polaroid and a mysteri-
ously missing film, 

"I saw is right away." recalls Dallaa'a 
KKAS-TV Channel 5 film archivist Gary 
Mask of the first time he saw Badge Man. 
"It was eerie how ii ramped out at me." 

Mack had been suidying a slide enlarge-
ment of • Polaroid picture depicting Kennedy 
being struck in the bead against the back-
drop of the grassy knoll. What drew Mack's 
eye to the imposing image projected on his 
office wall was a figure in the background—
though hairy, ir appeared to be a riflemen 
holding his arms upright in firing posture, a 
flash of light obscuring parts of his face. 

Meek and a fellow researcher. empire artist 
Jack White, rushed to enhance the image 
even more, adjusting the contrast and bright-
en and liner adding color to sons copies. 
After momhe of sequestering themselves in 
o darkroom. the image unfolded dramatical-
ly. The figure look on frightening Trauma: 
E gunman apparently wearing dark clothing 
with a shiny nark on his !ell cheat and pos-
sibly a pear on his left shoulder. Mon 
detestable were the dilative or portions of 
his face and hairline, The burst of light die-
peraed from the center like • flash from a 
gun rmasale. 

Many researchers agree the image resem-
bles a men clad in a Dallas Police Lama-t-
urret uniferrn, The shiny meek on the fen, 
breast is consatem with the location of a 
hedge, and tic patch above it resembles a 
police department detal_ Taken together, the 
patterns match the design of a Dallas police 
officer's saniforre in 1963 

The Polaroid was taken by Mar! Moor-
man, who was a receptionist for an area real  

estate comparry in 1963. She had come down-
town to take pictures of a policeman she 
knew who was going to be in the presi-
dential metorearke. Now living in Gainesville, 
Tema, Muotrnan declines to be interviewed 
preferring to let Mack speak on her behalf. 

Since their discovery or Badge Man, the 
reser:stoner. hove also dam Mile to publicize 
their work. Instead. Mack, white, and fellow-
researcher Robert Groden In Pennsylvania-
based photo analyst whose enlargement made 
it possible for Mock to sec Badge Mon for 
the first time rare years aool have quietly 
bul easidnously searched for new wept to 
bring out images re the photograph and in 
other films—through radiation methods, new-
fangled darkroom tochniqurs, and digital com-
putes analysis_ 

Mack says he facia that all his years of 
tenacity are riots to paying olT. "You can 
safely say I'm closer to a breakthrough than 
I hove ever beer," he says. Although he 
declines to comment out the details, he con-
firms that he has worked out an arrangement 
with a Japanese news organization to help 
finance advanced computer enhancements of 
both the Moorman photo end another piece 
of the Badge Man puzzle every bit ea impor-
tant_ The significance of ongoing research, 
however. may /striae on whether that piece--
the original of an assassination film shin by 
now-deceased Dallas engineer Orville Nix—
can be found. 

Of all lends. the most damning evidence 
may coat in the gram film taken by Nix. 
who captured the assassination sequence while 
standing hetwsn Mein and Elm streets, about 
75 fee: from where Mary „Moorman stood. 

erdargemenu of reproductions of the Nix 
film, Mack and other researchers say they 

find figures in addition ro flashes of light. 
it is believed that she original Nix film will 
reveal the gunman seen in the Moorman 
photo. as well as Gordon Arnold, s Dallas 
soldier who deans he heard and "felt" a bul-
let pass by hiss while filming, from the knoll, 
the rnotOreadc's fateful turn onto Elm Street 
Verification of niter Arnold or Badge Man 
in the photos could be enough to reopen the 
Kennedy probe, Mack thinks. 

The problem is, the original Nor film, which 
Groden thinks will reveal 50 percent more 
detail than available copies, is missing. 

A kr working on ell-night shrill on 
November 22, 1963, air conditioning 

,11Milenginerr Orville Nix ambled doom te 
Dealey Plaza with his trusty keystone Auto 

Zoom camera to capture the president greet-
ing the downtown crowds. Stopping on the 
grassy infield south of Elm, he staked out 
ins vantage point and let his film roll while 
Kennedy's motorcade slowed to a crawl on 

Strict_ 
Nix heard tie shots nag out but kept his 

viewfinder mimed an the president. shakily 
capturing the shooting segoance. After the 
magic events had =tinkled, Nit found him-
self among only three people who had record-
ed the ahocting on movie film. 

A safe-spoken  and patriotic man. Nix hur-
riedly !timed his film over to the Dallas office 
of the FBI the day after the assessearion 
When the camera and film were returned four 
days later, camera springs had been removed 

Photo ro page 13 



• The assassinist were really shooting et 
Connally (there's even an evidence-bite to 
go with this one: Oswald mistakenly wrote 
a letter to Connally rifler he'd stepped down 
as Secretary of the Navy, complaining of 
the dishonorable discharge from 05c Ma-
rines Oswald got after he defetted to Rus-
sia): 

• The assammfs) were really shooting to 
rotas: 

• The anasnins(5) were really shooting 
on the orders of Lyndon Johnson. out to 
wreak vengeance on the much-loathed 
Kennedy s; 

• A paptet.macha tree was placed in 
Dealey nap to provide a sniper's nest, sod 

was removed after the shoottng; 
• There were between seven and nine 

different shooters situated around Dailey 

Plana—behind the fence on the grassy 
knoll, in buildings behind the president, to 
the Sneers—and they were all killed Inter 
that night when a plane carrying them away 
exploded over the Gulf of 

• Forces in the executive branch had 
Kennedy killed because he wan going to 
pull us nut of Vietnam (look for this 

in the Oliver Stone movie): 
• The Soviets decided as o runner of Cold 

War policy that it just made gond sense to 
wipe out the president of the United States: 

• Right-wens oil millionaires opposed to 
Kennedy's mull rights sympathies had him 
killed, 

• It was a homosexual plot 1.6 eradiate ts 
notoriously heterosexual icon; 

• Kennedy 1111 .1 acany deed_ 
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& LIGHT 
Building 
myths, 
burying 

mistakes 

by Steve Perry 

On November 25, 1963. three days after 
John Kennedy's assaseination and a 
day ohm Lee Harvey Oswald's mur-

der. acting attorney general Nicholas Katzen-
buch sal down to droll a memo for Lyndon 
Johnson. The investigation had scarcely begun, 
but on that Monday morning when it was clear 
that the case would nevr go to trial, Kataen-
bush wrote to Johnson aide Bill Moyers: "The 
public must be satisfied that Oswald was the 
assassin: that he did not have confederates who 
are still at large. and that the evidence was 
such that he would have been convicted at 
trial." 

That document is one of many thousands 
in the Files of Harold Weisberg, ■ former 
reporter and Senate investigator whom Esquire 
has called "the dean of assassination le-
searchers." In Weisberg's view, the Kamen-
bach memo became the blueprint for official 
policy-. Make the asseatination look like the 
work of an unstable loner to forestall ember. 
rinsing questions about why intelligence agen-
cies failed to uncover a plot. Working out 
of his home in Frederick, Maryland. the 7P-
year-old Weinberg has written several books 
011 the [IMO and amused more than a quar-
ter-million pages of previously secret files 
obtained under the Freedom of Information 
Act. Hardly anyone eves comes to look at 
what he's got. "The people who write con-
spiracy theories aren't interested," he  says. 
"They're only interested in what they can 
torture into laming to support preconcep-
tions of their own invention. For the most 
part then records have not been looked at. 
And I make them available to everybody .  
The more recent and egregious case is that 
of Oliver Stage." 

It was Weisberg who stoned the avalanche 
of bad preareleane publicity fat Stone's JFK. 
which Is set to open the week before Christ-
mas. When he heard that Stone planned to 
base his movie on a bock by former New 
Orleans district attorney Jun Garrison--a man 
whose rambling invernigrefion of the Kennedy 
case led him to speculate about conspiracies  

reason is very simple. The government never 
investigated the ease, and never intended to. 
That may seem impossible to believe, but 
that gets to snow of the many records I got 
under the Freedom of Information Act. With 
the crime not actually imatigated. Ovate 
investigators have nothing on which to pro-
ceed. We don't have any real leads. There 
are too many theories that might he reason-
able, and you can't begin to eliminate from 
them. II is and in all probability will remain 
an unsolved mune, 

In the 1960s you played a role in rry/ng 
to convince Jim Garrison his investigaliOn 

was on the wrong track Could you sell me 
about your dealings with hint and when you 
been he wet off-base? 

It w•as right alter the election in 1968. I 
was in Dallas, and he insisted I come back 
to New Orleans. While I was there, I found 
rut he was going to mirk the filth anniver-
sary of the assassination by charging two peo-
ple with being graasy knoll engrains. One 
was Edgar Eugene Bradley. who was then 
the Wen Coast representative of the right. 
wing New Jersen preacher Carl McIntire, and 
the other was a man named Robert Perrin. 
Well, I knew Peron had killed himself in '62 

Ganison's stuff had tried to talk him out 
of this, and they couldn't And they asked 
inn to do the week that would make it impos-
sible for him to proceed Among the things 
we found were the morgue book that showed 
the day in 1962 when Perrin died, and the 
hospital records that sham his admission oiler 
taking poison. 1 put together an investiptiae 
report that said IGarriton investigator/ Bill 
Baxley was going out and feeding back to 
Garrison what Garrison wanted—who Garri-
non himself had made up. Garrison wasn't  

going to lire himself. no he fired Parsley 
And to firing him. he said that Beale) had 
been mfiltrated onto the staff by the CIA to 
wreck the investigation. Well. nobody infil-
trated Baxley. Everybody on the staff had 
objected to him. and Garrison hired hint ray-
way. 

Do you think Garrison's investigation was 
onto milli:Mg of merit? 

No, He mode it all up as he went And 
he never proved what he rinds up because 
he couldn't. I can't remember a single thing 
that is factual and has any relevance that he 
brought to light. 

You 've objected to the tiro (Miter Stone 
Men/ about putting-  together and prnmonng 
his movie. 

Stone has ban pmpagandizing saying list 
all of the evidence is withheld at least until 
2039. and some of it may be withheld loner.  
What about the quaver-million pages f ha, e? 
And others have more Mark Allen, for exam-
ple. has continued along the same lines 1 
have with the same turret I seed. and he's 
gotten a lot or information. Some of it pret-
ty significant. But nobody gives a damn_ They 
want theories only. Cons-piracy sells. and that's 
all they care about. 

At the same time that Oliver say. these 
records are being suppressed. he knows damn 
well I have them and that I make them avail-
able is everybody. Including him. Yet he 
says every-thing is suppressed by the go, 
eTTUT/CTIL particularly the CIA. if he says that, 
how can you trust anything he says? And 
frankly I don't Except one. He said he war 
scared to The New York Times, and he ought 
to be. 

11 there any war to generatCe atTOur what 

Weisberg to page If 

involving (pick two or dna) Russians, Cuban 
exiles, the CIA, nao-Naeis, the Dalas police, 
the U.S. military, and a homosexual ring—
Weisberg got a bootlegged copy of the wript 
and dispatched it to Washington Post reporter 
George Lardnerr. A story lambasting the proj-
ect followed, and it proved the first of many 
I reached Weisberg on the phone last week 
for en hour.Inng talk on Kennedy. Stone, and 
the dirt) prospects for our ever knowing any 
more then we know now. 

City Pages: There have been a number of 
nets boob on the asSalSinaliOn over the past 
10 or 15 yeam. theorising various conspb,  

arks Are any of them worthwhile? 
Weisberg: There hasn't been a book that 

I can remember that hasn't been flawed. The 

Harold Weisberg. "the dean of assassination researchers," says we'll never know who conspired to kill Kennedy because the 

government never wanted to know. 
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shots and dived to the ground. Having been 
in U.S. Army training at the time. Arnold 
says he recognized the sound of gunfire and 
is certain it name from over his left shoul-
der. In The Men Why Killed Kennedy, 
British documentary shown last month on 
the Arts & Entertainment cable network. 
Arnold is driven to rears when Mack shows 
him the Mary Moorman blowup. 

Badge Man is also consistent with the 
acoustic findings of the lam-1970s House 
Select Committee on Assassinations. which 
ruled that a motorcycle oMmer's open mike 
recorded a gunshot fired from the ronhem 
knoll vicinity. Arnold says that alter the 
shooting, two armed police officers 
approached him. asked for his camera, and 
removed the film. Arnold also claims that. 
before the shooting, a man sporting a badge 
approached him behind the stockade fence 
and identified himself as a police officer 
Arnold was never questioned by the Warren 
Commission, nor did the investigative coin-

§mince interrogate him. He len for Alaska 
g  shortly after dm assassination arid did not 

return until years later. 
While the Warren Crimmission made only 

Orville Nix Jr. with a photograph of his father, who took one of three home movies of 	scant reference to the Moormm photo, the 
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PETE WAGNER 

"Fastest Drawer in the "Midwest" 

Mayors Jim Scheihel and Donald Eraser invite von to 

The Twin Cities-Oxfam America 

Hunger Banquet 

Òit  Ntri 
, 

A Benefit Dinner Where 
Everyone is Part of the Drama 

Hubert H. Humphrey DI 
Matt Blair, rormer Vikings Player 

Amy Powell, Sunrise Anchor Kare n News 
and others. 

Tickets 512.IlO, seating  is limited, call 827-1547 

10xfam4 
America' 

November 21,1991 
The Landmark Center, St Paul, 7:00 pm. 
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HURRY! SALE ENDS DECEMBER 4! 
Futon Sale Prices 

Gction 	ultra 

Twin 
Double 
Queen 

$74 
$84 
$96 

$96 
5110 
$123 

At Bashop Home FurnishIngs we handcrafl each futon 
with pride in our own workshop to offer you the thdest. 
best quality futn available at an affordable price 

mow h.q. J. mar 

2528 Nicollet Aye. 	 872.7025 

bOXSHO PHOME FURNISHINGS INC 
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and the film nbbon appeared to have been 
altered, Nix said 

Tommy DeOmagh. a friend of Nis's, vivid. 
ly recalls watching a copy of the film in a 
dimly lit basement of the U.S. Postal Annex. 
He NJ'S Nix, who died in 1972. believed the 
FBI tempered with the film. "He got a motion 
picture projector out of his locker and showed 
all of us the pictures he had taken." DeGaugh 
says. 	remember (Nisi saying at the time 
that ha believed the pictures had some darnel 
missing because the Footage skipped as the 
camera rolled," 

The government's handling of the film has 
sparked questions ever since the elder Nix 
and his son turned the film over to the FBI. 
Says Orville Nix Jr.. "We still can't figure 
ow why the Dallas office kept the film Tour 
days when everything else was being sent to 
Washmaton. D.C. There's still some question 
about whether that was the original they gave 

Soon alter the assassination. Orville Nix 
sold his film to UPI for 55,000. Orville Nix 
Jr., who accompanied has Father on the trip 
to New York to sell the film, says they were 
a Mt naive when they entered mo a verbal 
agreement that the film would eventually be 
renamed to the family. "We didn't many 
know what we were doing." he says. "We 
were small-town types in the big city and 
we weren't aware of what the film's real 
value was." 

Gayle Nix Jackson. 13, Nit's grand-
daughter. has spent the past two years con-
ducting her own full-tone detective work 
eight hours a day. phoning sources around 
the world while her brothers and'siners help 
her fattier arm the family tan consulting busi-
ness. Jackson first Inquired about getting the 
film back from UPI in 1900, reminding them 
of the verbal agreement. UPI officials delayed 
for two yeah. she says, ultimately admitting 
that they did not know where the film was. 
(The Mane Muchmore Film, the thud to cap- 

the assassination. 
lure 'the actual shooting, was bought by UPI 
and is also missing.) UPI officials ranging 
from Senior Vice President Milt Capps to 
former managing editor Burt Bernhardt say 
the original was placed in a safety deposit 
box in the Clinton Trust Bank, near CPI's 
ofTice in New York City, in 1976. That bank 
has luxe been shut down. 

arn cenain I was never in possession 
of a key to the safety deposit has in ques-
tion, although I urn aware of to existences' 
mote Alexander Bock, former treasurer for 
UN. in a letter to the h'ilves. 'Certainly some 
successor institution must have come into 
possession of the vault of the bank." Jack-
son is checking property transfer records 
through the New York secretary of state's  

office in case it recovered the safety deposit 
key or turned it over to another hank.  

"I really feel sorry for UK" asys Mack. 
"I mean they don't look very good hero I'm 
guessing that someone might have just taken 
the tape home with them. Bring in this busi-
ness for a long time, I've seen it happen." 

I n addition to Badge Man Mack and White 
say they have found two other figures in 
the Wormao photo—one standing behind 

the stockade fence close to the south leg of 
the pergola (a few feet north of Bodge Man), 
the other In front of the fence. Mack believes 
the figure in the foreground is Gordon Arnold. 

Arnold says he was Mending in front of 
the picket fence on the knoll when he heard 

House Select Committee on Assassinations 
said the phorograph deserved more scrutiny. 
Gary Mack maintains that recent enhance-
ments carving the "smirking gun." Mack says 
he has recently detected an image in a copy 
of the Nix film in front of the picket Fence 
and behind the wall extending from the per-
gola. It is in the same location where Arnold 
says he was standing, the same area where 
he seems to be depicted in the Moorman 
photo. The researcher reasons that the Nix 
film may have captured Arnold as he was 
throwing himself to the ground Following a 
burst of gunfire. 

The Nis family. meanwhile, believes the 
most interesting turns of events in the ongo-
ing investigation still lie ahead. They are 
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confident that Mack and Groden's work could 
yield dramatic results. 

Gorden, who worked as Oliver Stones 
technical advisee on easassination-releued pho-
LOS. has taken recent trips to Washington, 
D.C., to follow up on Gayle Nix Jacloson'a 
leads that the original might be in the Nation-
al Archives_ All he left with were duplicates, 
however For Groden, the Nix original also 
represents the smoking gun. if its quality has 
been maintained_ He rays there are at -least 
three questionable figures on the grassy knoll 
in venous pictures. and must laymen can 
recognize them. "Anyone with on open mind 
can see there be people on the grassy knoll." 
he says. "But with the original [Nix film]. 
I can prove to everybody that there is some-
thing. If the original film is 100 percent of 
its capability, I cur possibly get 50 percent 
more detail...You lose information with each 
generation of copy." 

"In copies [of the Nix film] I have 
worked with." Groden continues, "I see three 
suspect images—one a man crouched in a 
military position; I also see shadows against 
the white wall Gordon Arnold may be one 
of the figures. I sec not just shadows bast 
skin tone, and there's nothing in the area 
that would have cast a shadow" 

Groden says he hopes the computer 
erthancemmt work Mack has arranged will 
corroborate what hr has found recently. If 
this firm finds it, without any knowledge of 
what I've done then it would be important 
independent verification," he says. 

Bobby Hunt. a leading research engineer 
HI the field of image processing at the Uni-
versity of Arizona, says computer enhance-
ment capabilities have improved dramatically. 

"It's advanced by a factor of four," says 

Weisberg from page 1: 
you've found in that quarter-million pages of 
material? 

It's very simple. The government knew 
beyond question that there had been a con-
!Tirol:T. and it lied. The government's own 
records disclose that it was a crime beyond 
the capabilities of any one mart There are 
other factors—for instance, that Oswald's rifle 
didn't have the capability of firms that many 
shots within the time period. This alone is 
enough In tell you they knew better. But 
they lied. You could understand that for the 
first few days, when people in Washington 
an a higher level had to be concerned with 
whether there were gonna be other evil events 
—was there going to be an effort to over-
throw the government, from wohni or with-
out^ Were they going to try to assessable 
any other people? But once it became clear 
that wasn't going to happen, there', no excuse 
for the government's dishonesty. 

Does the coverup lead you to believe that 
elements in government were snwrinrd in a 
conspiracy, or just that they wanted to cover 
up their failure to detect It in advance,  

I think it's the latter entirely. Some peo-
ple believe there are three parts to a con-
spiracy and they're ail one: You first have 
the conception. then you have the execution, 
then you have the cm -am 	But coverup is 
the war a bureaucracy worts. It doesn't have 
to have any connection with the come itaelf. 
And from what I know, it has no canna-
10f1. 

There arc a couple of lines of popular 
speculation I warned to ask ,vou about Hat 
the paperwork you've uncovered document-
ed any of the alleged connections between 
Jack Ruby and Oswald? 

No, and there's no reason to believe there 
AILS any. 

Did the Ruby file suggest to you any con-
nect/nal between Rubv and other poiesuial 
partto to a plot? 

No. Not is there any real reason to think 
that Ruby was connected M any way at all 
to the media except on his rosin efforts. 
Nobody would have trusted Ruby with any-
thing. He teas sick in the head. You couldn't 

Hunt, who testified on JFK films before the 
House Select Committee on Assassinations. 
"It isn't magic, though. The available tech-
nology really can't be explained well foe 
public consumption_ There is more comput-
ing power and various mathematical model-
ing that can prove whether Images are there." 

Hum seys computer programs do not add 
anything to the image but "rearrange it for 
the human eye," similar to the strategy Gra,- 
drn uses in his darkroom. 

Some of the HIM advanced computer photo 
enhancement is used in space exploration. It 
relies on digital processing of pictures. While 
an ordinary photograph is an analogue rep-
resentation (recorded in gradation of tom and 
color), computer programs reproduce it with 
digital elements. With various breakthroughs 
in mathematics and microelectronics, dra-
matically more information can he gleaned 
from a photograph or videotape. 

"Thankfully, there are Iota of people in 
various areas of technology that have 
expressed interest in my project," Mack says. 
"Mainly because this is such a controversial 
subject." 

Mack and Groden ray they would prefer 
to believe the Nix film is not bring with-
held from the public to shield its damaging 
contents, although they still suspect there are 
always officials seeking to deodorize the 
"official" government probe. 

Mack says the ultimate verdict will come 
after the atientista currently working with the 
Dallas photos reveal then findings. "I think 
we might he KO to 90 percent there." says 
Mack. "I have no timetable for the end of 
the meet Almost nine yews Off HIS( ON - 
cuing Badge Man. I ern amazed that I don't 
have a definitive answer yet. But I'm con- 
fident it's coming." 	 on 

print some of the things that were true 
Do sou think the material IOU have holds 

oar clues about who else was involved? 
No. They didn't want that information, so 

if they heard of it they didn't use it. Let 
me give you an example. This is one of the 
records that was secret until I obtained it. 
Than was an engineer named Bronson in 
Dallas who had both a Leila arid a very 
good quality Imo camera with him He 
called the Dallas office of Eastman-Kodak 
and he called the FBI on Monday morning, 
three days after the crime An agent named 
Newsom wool there and came hack and filed 
a report. He said the pictures didn't show 
the building where the shots were fired. Actu-
ally there were 87 different pictures of that 
one window. He said ant picture did show 
the car at the precise time the president was 
killed. but they couldn't use it for identifi-
cation purposes. Translation: Nothing he had 
showed Oswald with a smoking gun. The 
still pictures showed the president being 
killed, and showed the positions of all the 
occupants of the Car. and it showed a lot of 
people in the background—people who were 
witnesses. So what does it say about the FBI. 
when they dismiss these pictures? 

Do you have any hunches about what hap-
pened that you'd be willing to voice public-
ly? 

I'll tell" you in general terms only—that 
people who wanted to change policy ate 
responsible for it. Back in 1906, when f 
wrote the epilogue to my second book. 
thought we might approach this like lawyers: 
Qui bono? But before too long I realized 
that wasn't true There were Just too many 
people who could have seen benefit for them-
selves. The only thing you can use that line 
of thinking For is perhaps to eliminate some 
people 

Those who talk about the crime being 
committed by some group that could bent-
fit have no basis for picking out that group 
and eliminating the others. They can say its 
reasonable. but they can't say it's proven. 
To tell the people it is proven is to deceive 
the people That's what 1 dunk Oliver Stone 
• doing. 	 on 


